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Abstract. We develop an approach of variational analysis and generalized differentiation to
conditioning issues for two-person zero-sum matrix games. Our major results establish precise
relationships between a certain condition measure of the smoothing first-order algorithm proposed
in (4] and the exact bound of metric regularity for an associated set-valued mapping. In this way
we compute the aforementioned condition measure in terms of the initial matrix game data.
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Introduction and formulation of main results

This paper is devoted to applications of advanced techniques in variational analysis and
generalized differentiation to the study of conditioning in optimization. Our specific goal
is to apply the key notions and generalized differential characterizations of Lipschitzian
stability and metric regularity, fundamental in variational analysis, to computing a certain
condition measure of the first-order smoothing algorithm proposed in [4] to find approximate Nash equilibria of two-person zero-sum matrix games.
To the best of our knowledge, applications of Lipschitzian stability and metric regularity to numerical aspects of optimization were initiated by Robinson in the 1970s; see,
e.g., [16] and the references therein. In the complexity theory, Renegar [14, 15] established
relationships between the rate of convergence of interior-point methods for linear and conic
convex programs and his "distance to ill-posedness/infeasibility" and condition numbers.
We refer the reader to [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 13] and their bibliographies for more recent results in
this direction for various algorithms in convex and nonconvex optimization problems.
In [4], a new condition measure was introduced to evaluate the complexity of a firstorder algorithm for solving a two-person zero-sum game

(1.1)
where A E IRmxn, where the symbol T stands for transposition, and where each of the
sets Q1 and Q2 is either a simplex (in the matrix game formulation) or a more elaborate
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polytope (in the case of sequential games). Problems of this type arise in many interesting
applications; see, e.g., [20] and the references therein.
It was shown in [4] that an iterative version of Nesterov's first-order smoothing algorithm [11, 12] computes an .s-equilibrium point (in the sense of Nash) for problem (1.1)
in O(IIAII~~;(A) ln(1/.s)) iterations, where ~~;(A) is a condition number of (1.1) depending
only on A; see (1.7) for the definition of the condition measure ~~;(A) in the case of matrix
games. The dependence of this complexity bound on c is exponentially better than the
complexity bound 0(1/.s) in the original Nesterov's smoothing techniques. Furthermore,
it was proved in [4] that the condition measure ~~;(A) is always finite while the proof therein
was non-constructive. In particular, no explicit upper bound on ~~;(A) was given.
In this paper we focus on the matrix game equilibrium problem
min max xT Ay =max min xT Ay,

(1.2)

XEL'.m yEL'.n

yEL:!.n xEL'.m

where the m-dimensional simplex

~m :=

m

{x E JRmJ 'Lxi = 1,

X

2:

0}

i=l

describes the set of mixed strategies for the x-player (Player 1) with m pure strategies;
similarly for the y-player y E ~n (Player 2). This means that if Player 1 uses x E ~m
and Player 2 uses y E ~n. then Player 1 gets payoff -xT Ay while Player 2 gets payoff
xT Ay. Thus the equilibrium problem (1.2) can be reformulated as the following problem
of nonsmooth convex optimization:
(1.3)

minimize F(x, y) subject to (x, y) E

~m

x

~n,

where the minimizing cost function F(x, y) is defined by the maximum
(1.4)
It is easy to observe that
(1.5)

min{F(x, y)i (x, y) E ~m

X ~n}

= 0.

Taking (1.5) into account, we say [4, 20] that a feasible pair (x, fj) E ~m x ~n is a
Nash equilibrium to (1.2) if F(x, y) = 0, which corresponds to an optimal solution of the
constrained optimization problem (1.3). Consider the optimal solution set
(1.6)

S := { (x, y) E ~m

X

~nl F(x, y) = 0} = p-l(O)

n (~m

X

~n)

and, following [4], define the condition measure ~~;(A) of the matrix game (1.2) depending
on the underlying matrix A via the objective (1.4) and the optimal solution set (1.6) as
(1.7)

I

~~;(A):= inf {~~; 2:0 dist ((x,y);S):::; ~~;F(x,y) for all (x,y) E ~m

X

~n},

where dist ( ·; S) stands for the standard Euclidean distance function.
In what follows we derive three major results concerning the computation of the condition measure ~~;(A) in (1.7). The first theorem shows that the condition measure ~~;(A)
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precisely relates to the exact bound of metric regularity for an associated set-valued mapping built upon the cost function (1.4). The second result expresses this exact regularity
bound via the subdifferential of the convex function (1.4) and the normal cone to the simplex product D..m x .6-n and then computes the latter constructions in terms of the initial
data of (1.2). Finally, we arrive at an exact formula for evaluating ~(A), which is a key
step towards performing further complexity analysis of the algorithm [4].
To formulate the first theorem, define a set-valued mapping <I>: JRm+n ==t lR by

<I>(x, y) :=

(1.8)

{

[F(x, y), oo)

if (x, y) E D..m

0

otherwise

X

D..n,

via the cost function F constructed in (1.4). Let reg <I> ((x, y), F(x, y)) be the exact bound
of metric regularity (or the exact regularity bound) of the mapping <I> around the point
((x, y), F(x, y)) E gph <I>; see Section 2 for more details.
Theorem 1.1 (condition measure via the exact regularity bound). Assume that
(D...m x D..n) \ S -=f. 0 with S defined in (1.6). Then we have the precise relationship
~(A)=

(1.9)

reg<I>((x, y), F(x, y))

sup
(x,y)E(Ll.m XLl.n)\S

between the condition measure (1.7) and the exact regularity bound of (1.8).

To formulate the second major result, let ai as i = 1, ... , nand -bi as k = 1, ... , m
stand for the columns and the rows of the matrix A, respectively. By ej, j = 1, ... , m + n,
we denote the unit vectors in JRm+n, i.e.,

(ej)t = 0 for all l -=f.j and (ej)j = 1 as j = 1, ... ,m+n.
For a positive integer p, let lp := [1
1] E JRP.
(x, y) E D..m x D..n, form the corresponding index sets by

I

I (x) := {i" E { 1, ... , n} a'[ x =

(1.10)
{

K(y)

:=

{k

J(x,y) :=

E

max

iE{l, ... ,n}

{1, ... , m}l biy =

{J E {1, ... ,m}l

Xj =

max

a'f x},

kE{l, ... ,m}

0}

Given finally a feasible point

bTy},

U{j =

m+pl Yp = 0}.

Theorem 1.2 (computing the exact bound of metric regularity). For any point
(x, y) E (D...m X D...n) \ S the exact regularity bound of the mapping <I> from (1.8) around the
point ((x, y), F(x, y)) admits the representation

(1.11)

1
reg <I> ( ( x' y)' F (x' y)) = d IS
· t (0 ·, 8 F (X, Y ) + N Ll.m x Ll.n (X, Y) )

via the subdifferential of the convex function (1.4) and the normal cone to the simplex
product l::...m x D..n at ( x, y). Furthermore, the latter constructions are computed by

(1.12)

8F(x, y) =co { (ai, bk) E JRm x IRnl i E l(x), k E K(y)},

3

(1.13)

N Am X An (x, y)' =span {1m}

X

I

span {ln}- cone [co { ej j E J(x, y)}]

in the notation above, where the symbols span, cone, and co stand respectively for the
linear, conic, and convex hulls of the sets in question.
Unifying the results of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, we get the following precise
formula for computing the condition measure of the smoothing algorithm for matrix games.
Theorem 1.3 (computing the condition measure). Let (~m x ~n) \ S =/= 0. Then,
in the notation above, the condition measure k(A) defined in (1.7) is computed by

~(A)=

sup

[

dist (o;co{(ai,bk)l i E J(x), k E K(y)}

(x,y)E(AmXAn)\S

+span {1m}

X

I

span {ln}- cone [co { ej j E J(x, y)}])

r

1
.

The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 given below are based on applying advanced techniques of variational analysis and generalized differentiation. This approach
leads us therefore to deriving the precise formula for the condition measure in Theorem 1.3.
For additional insight, we also present a direct, independent proof of the latter theorem
relying on more conventional while somewhat more laborious techniques of convex optimization employing particularly Lagrangian duality.
Remark 1.4 (numerical implementation and further research). Numerical implementation of the formula for the condition measure in Theorem 1.3 is not a purpose
of this paper and in fact is not an easy job. It has been well recognized in complexity
theory that evaluating condition numbers may be in general as difficult as to solve the
original problem. This is true, e.g., in the cases of such fundamental complexity measures
as the condition number of a matrix [5] used in estimating complexity of numerical linear
algebra algorithms, Renegar's condition number [13, 14, 15] that characterizes difficulty of
solving conic feasibility problems, the "measure of condition" for finding zeros of complex
polynomials introduced by Shub and Smale [19], etc.
The main purpose of this paper is not obtaining an easily computable expression for
the condition measure ~(A), but rather gaining a better understanding on how exactly
the problem data influence the condition measure. Observe that the formula for ~(A) obtained in Theorem 1.3 is much easier to evaluate and analyze than the original construction
(1.7). This is valuable for the average-case and smoothed analysis of the algorithm, singling out classes of well-conditioned problems, preconditioning issues, and making further
improvements to the algorithm. We will pursue these goals in our subsequent research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic definitions and facts of variational analysis and generalized differentiation crucial for deriving
the main results of the paper. Section 3 is devoted to variational proofs of the main
results formulated above. Finally, in Section 4 we present an alternative direct proof of
Theorem 1.3 by employing tools of convex optimization.
Throughout the paper we use standard notation and terminology of variational analysis; see, e.g., the basic texts [10, 18].
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2

Preliminaries from variational analysis and generalized
differentiation

Here we confine ourselves to finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces sufficient for the subsequent applications. The reader is referred to [10, 18] for more details and related material.
Given a set-valued mapping G: IRn =:::1 IRm, consider its inverse c- 1 : JRm =1 JRn with
x E c- 1 (z) ¢===? z E G(x) as well as its graphs, domain, and range defined respectively by
gphG := {(x,z)l z E G(x)},

domG := {xi G(x) =/=

rge G := dom c- 1 .

0},

The notion of metric regularity is of primary interest in our development.
Definition 2.1 (metric regularity). A set-valued mapping G: IRn =tiRm is METRIaround (x, z) E gph G with modulus p, ~ 0 if there exist neighborhoods U
of x and V of z such that

CALLY REGULAR

(2.1)

dist (x; c- 1 (z)) :::; p,dist (z; G(x)) whenever

X

E

u

and z E

v.

The infimum of p, ~ 0 over all (p,, U, V) for which (2.1) holds is called the
LARITY BOUND ofG around (x,z) and is denoted by regG(x,z).

EXACT REGU-

It is well known in variational analysis that the fundamental property of metric regularity is closely related to Lipschitzian behavior of inverse mappings. Recall that a mapping
G: IRn =:::1 IRm is Lipschitz-like (or has the Aubin property) around (x, z) E gph G with
modulus .e ~ 0 if there are neighborhoods U of x and V of z such that
(2.2)

G(x) n V C G(u)

+ .€llx- ui!JB

for all x, u E U,

where lB stands for closed unit ball of the space in question. The infimum of .e 2': 0 over
all the combinations (.€, U, V) for which (2.2) holds is called the exact Lipschitzian bound
of G around (x, z) and is denoted by lip G(x, z).
The following result can be found, e.g., in [10, Theorem 1.49].
Proposition 2.2 (relationships between metric regularity and Lipschitz-like properties). Let G: JRn =:::1 IRm, and let ( x, z) E gph G. Then the mapping G is metrically
regular around (x, z) if and only if its inverse c- 1 : JRm =:::1 IRn is Lipschitz-like around
(z, x). Furthermore, we have the equality
regG(x,z)

= lipG- 1 (z,x).

One of the key advantages of modern variational analysis is the possibility to completely
characterize Lipschitzian and metric regularity properties of set-valued mappings in terms
of appropriate generalized differential constructions enjoying full calculus. Let us recall
such constructions used in this paper.
Given a nonempty subset 0 c JRn and a point x E 0, define the Fn§chetjregular
normal cone to n at x by

~

Nn(x) :=

{ v E IRn I li~;~p
5

(v x- x)
}
II~_ xll :S 0 ,

where the symbol x .S x means that x ~ x with x E
(basic/limiting) normal cone to 0 at x E 0 is defined by

n.

Then the Mordukhovich

Nn(x) := LimsupNn(x),

(2.3)

!1_

X-+X

where 'Lim sup' stands for the Painleve-Kuratowski outer/upper limit of a set-valued mapping M : mn =t mm given by
Lims_upM(x) := { v E
X-+X

mml

x,

3 Xk

~

vk

M(xk) for all k =.IN:= {1, 2, ... }}·

E

Vk ~

v as k

~

oo such that

If the set n is locally closed around x, the normal cone (2.3) admits the equivalent description (which was in fact the original definition in [8])
Nn(x) =Lim sup (cone (x- IIn(x))]
X-+X

in terms of the projection operator IIn(x) := {y E 0 illY- xll = dist (x; 0)}.
Note that the normal cone (2.3) may be nonconvex even for simple sets n C JRn, e.g.,
for the graph of lxl and the epigraph of -lxl at (0, 0). Due to its nonconvexity, the normal
cone (2.3) cannot be polar to any tangent cone. Nevertheless, this nonconvex normal cone
and the corresponding subdifferentialjcoderivative constructions for extended-real-valued
(i.e., with values in (-oo, oo]) functions and set-valued mappings satisfy comprehensive
calculus rules, which are derived by using variational arguments, particularly the extremal
principle of variational analysis; see [10, 18] and the references therein.
A set n is called normally regular at x En if Nn(x) = Nn(x). The class of normally
regular sets covers "nice" sets having a local convex-like structure. A major example is
provided by convex sets; see, e.g., [10, Proposition 1.5].
Proposition 2.3 (normal regularity of convex sets). Let n c IRn be convex. Then
it is normally regular at every point x E n, and its normal cone (2.3) reduces to the normal
cone in the sense of convex analysis:
Nn.(x) = {v E JRnl (v,x- x) :S 0 for all x E

0}.

Given next a set-valued mapping G: JRn =t JRm and a point (x,z) E gphF, define a generalized derivative of G at (x, z) induced by the normal cone (2.3) to the
graph n = gph G. Namely, the coderivative of G at (x, z) is a set-valued mapping
D*G(x, z): JRm =t IRn with the values
(2.4)

D*G(x,z)(v) := {u E IRnJ (u,-v) E Ngpha(x,z)}.

Observe that 0 E D*G(x, x)(O) and D*G(x, x)(>.v) = >.D*G(x, z)(v), i.e., the coderivative (2.4) is a positively homogeneous mapping. If G: IRn ~ IRm is single-valued and
smooth around x with the derivative V'G(x), we have
D*G(x)(v) = {V'G(x)Tv} for all v E JRm.
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The latter signifies that the coderivative (2.4) is an appropriate extension of the adjoint/transpose derivative operator to the case of nonsmooth and set-valued mappings.
Note also that; by the nonconvexity of the normal cone (2.3), the coderivative (2.4) is
not dual to any tangentially generated graphical derivative, except of the case when G is
graphical regular at (x, z) meaning that
Ngphc(x, z) = Ngphc(x, z).
As mentioned above, the coderivative (2.4) satisfies comprehensive calculus rules for
general set-valued mappings. In this paper we only need the following one, which is a
consequence of [10, Proposition 3.12]. To formulate it, recall that the indicator mapping
c5n : IRn ----> 1R of a set n c IRn is defined by
c5 (x) ·=
n
·

{ 0 if X E 0,
0 otherwise,

(a bit different from the indicator functions) and that we easily have the relationship
D*(c5n)(x)(v) = Nn(x) for any x E 0 and v E JR.

Proposition 2.4 (coderivative sum rule). Let n c IRn be locally closed around x E 0,
and let G: IRn ::4 lR be closed-graph and Lipschitz-like around (x, z) E gph G. Then for
all v E lR we have the inclusion

+ c5n)(x, z)(v) c D*G(x, z)(v) + Nn(x),
equality if n is normally regular at x and F is graphically regular
D*(G

which holds as

at (x, z).

In what follows we employ the norm of the coderivative as a positively homogeneous
mapping. The norm of a positively homogeneous mapping M: IRn =t IRm is defined by
liM II :=sup { llulll u E M(v) with II vii :S

1}

and admits (by passing to the inverse) the useful distance function representation below
established in [3, Proposition 2.5].
Proposition 2.5 (norm of positively homogeneous mappings). Let M: IRn =t IRm
be positively homogeneous. Then the norm of its inverse is computed by

1
.
llvll=l dist (0; M(v))

IIM-111 = sup

The final and most important result presented in this section provides a complete
coderivative characterization of the Lipschitz-like property (known as the Mordukhovich
criterion [18]) with computing the exact bound of Lipschitzian moduli; see [9, Theorem 5.7], [10, Theorem 4.10], and [18, Theorem 9.40] for different proofs.
Theorem 2.6 ( coderivative characterization of the Lipschitz-like property for
set-valued mappings). Let G: JRm =t IRn be closed-graph around (x, z) E gph G. Then
G is Lipschitz-like around this point if and only if D*G(x, z)(O) = {0}. In this case
lipG(x,.z) = IID*G(x,z)ll·
7
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Proofs of main results

We give here complete proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, and thus derive the
condition measure formula of Theorem 1.3 by variational arguments.
Let us start with the proof of Theorem 1.1. To proceed, we first establish a more
convenient representation of the condition measure (1. 7) for our further analysis, which in
turn is preceded by a technical claim.
Observe that the function F(x,y) defined by (1.4) can be written as follows:

F(x, y) =

max
(a[x
i=1, ... ,n
j=1, ... ,m

+ bjy).

In addition we represent the simplex product b.m x b.n by:
with

b.mXlln={w=(x,y)Jw2':0,Ew=f}

E:=[

f lJ]

1

and

f:=[i]·

To simplify notation, rewrite the function F as

F(w) = maxcjw,
iEL

where L := {1, ... ,n} x {1, ... ,m} and c£ :=[a[ bTJ for each f_ = (i,j) E L. Denote
further n := b.n x b.m = {w Iw 2': 0, Ew = f} and rewrite (1. 7) as

kp := inf {k 2':

(3.1)

Ol

dist (w; S) ~ kF(w) for all

with S given by (1.6). Observe that minn F(x)
to define the moving sets
(3.2)

S(z)

= 0 by

wEn}

(1.5). It is also convenient for us

:= {wE Dl F(w) = z} = p- 1 (z) n D with thus S = S(O)

and to represent the mapping <I> in (1.8) and its inverse by
(3.3)

<I>(w) = [F(w),oo) + on(w)

and

<I>- 1 (z)

={wE Dl F(w)

~ z}.

Let us finally denote .J := { 1, ... , n, n + 1, ... , m + n} and define the corresponding
counterparts of the index sets I(·) and J(·) from (1.10) given by

.J(w) := {j E

I(w) :={£ELl clw = F(w)},

.JI

Wj

= o}.

It is not difficult to verify the following technical claim, where IB'Y stands for the closed
ball of radius 'Y > 0 centered at the origin.
Claim 3.1 (relationships between index sets). For every w E

such that I(w)

C

I(w) and .J(w)

C

.J(w) whenever wE w + IB'Y.

8

n there

exists 'Y > 0

Proof. Fix an arbitrary element

0 < 'Y <min

wE n \ S

and let

1
min - - min (F(w)- c'[w),
min
Wj
o
L 2licell iEI\I(w)
jEl:m+n\.J(w)

<- E

ce #

'

0

where min 0 = oo by convention. It is easy to observe that such a number 'Y always exists.
When I( tv) = L, the inclusion I(w) C I(w) is obvious. Assume thus that L \ I(w) # 0.
For every eo E L \I(w) and every wE w + IB1 we have

cfow

=

1

cfow + cfo(w- w) ~ cfow + llceoii'Y < ciow + -

min (F(w)- c'[w),
2lEL\I(w)

which implies the relationships
max (a ':f w)

iEI\I(w)

t

<

max (c'[ w)

iEI\I(w)

1
min (F (w) - c'[ w)
2 lEL\I(w)

+-

(3.4)
1
2

= -

Similarly, for every

(F(w) + iEL\I(w)
max

atw).

e0 E I(w) we have
1

c'[0 w = c'[0 w + c'[0 (w- w)?. c'[0 w -llceoii'Y > c'[0 w- -

min (F(w)- c'[w),
2iEI\I(w)

which in turn implies that

(3.5)

= ~ (F(w) + maxiEL\I(w) c'[w).
Combining (3.4) and (3.5) gives us the strict inequality
max (c'[w) -

lEI(w)

max (c'[ w) > 0,

lEI\I(w)

and hence justifies the first claimed inclusion I(w) c I(w).
It remains to show that .J(w) C .J(w) for all w E w + IB1 . The latter inclusion
is obvious when .J(w) = .J. Assume now that .J \ .J(w) # 0 and then get for every
wE w + IB1 and j E .J \ .J(w) the relationships

w·3 = w·3 + w·w·3 > w·'Y > w·3
3
3
-

Thus

Wj

> 0 whenever

min

jE.J\.J(w)

w·3 > 0.

j E .J \ .J(w), and thus we arrive at .J(w)

-

c .J(w).

The next result provides a useful representation of the condition measure (3.1) convenient for our subsequent analysis.
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Lemma 3.2 (representation of condition measure). Assume that
there exists w E 0 \ S such that
k"F =

(3.6)

dist (w; S)

sup

F(w)

wEO\S

dist (w; S)

=

F(w)

n \ S =/=

0. Then

.

Proof. For every w E 0 \ S define

k( ) ·= dist (w; S)
w ·
F(w)
and find a sequence {Wp} C n \ S such that k p = limp_,oo k (Wp). Fixing a number p E IN,
let iilp be a point of S closest to Wp and denote

wf := wP + t(wP- wP).
By Claim 3.1 there is tp E (0, 1] such that I(wf) c I(wP) and .J(wf) c :T(wP) for
all t E (O,tp)· Denoting vP := wfP, observe that dist(vP;S) = tpdist(wP;S) and thus
F(vP) tpF(wP) by the convexity of the cost function F. This yields k(vP) 2: k( wP), and
hence kp = limp__, 00 k( vP). Since the set L is finite, assume without loss of generality that
the corresponding active indices are the same for all vP and also the same for all iiJP, i.e.,

s

i

(3.7)

:= I(vP)

c I(wP)

=:

i.

Considering further the closure

n := cl{w E 0\ Sl I(w) =I,.I(x) = i},
conclude that both sets 0 and S :=
every w E 0 we have w E S. Thus

0nS

are polytopes, that {vP} C

0,

and that for

S=co{si.···,sN} and 0=co{w1,w2,····wM,s1,····sN}
with some N, M E IN, where

w

Wi

M

N

i=l

k=l

¢:.

s for all i = 1, ... 'M.

= L AiWi + L tksk

M

L

with

Picking any w E

n, we get

N

Ai

i=l

+ L tk =

1 and

Ai, tk

2: 0

k=l

whenever i = 1, ... , M and k = 1, ... , N. Fix now i = 1, ... , M and let Wi be a point in
S closest to Wi· Then there are coefficients 1-l~ as j = 1, ... , N such that
N

Wi =

N

Ll-l~Sj,

L 1-l~ = 1,

j=l

j=l

and 1-l~ 2: 0 for all j = 1, ... , N.

Combining the above, we arrive at the representations
M

min

w'ES

llw- w'll

=

min
Lf=l

Tk = 1

L
i=l

Tk 2: 0
min

Tk = 1
Tk 2: 0

Lf=l
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N

AiWi

+ L tkSk k=l

N

L TkSk
k=l

Replacing Tk by /'k := (rk- tk)/

I:f! 1 Ai, the latter can be written as

:Jt~~ jjw- w'jj =

t_
Ai (wi - 2:k:_ f'kSk)
.

min
I:f=l

>

l'k =

1

1

1

tk

l'k - - L:f!l >.;
We further let

M

l'k := 2: Ail.ti
i=l

and observe that
N

tk- an d
""k* > 0 > - I.'L:Ai

N

t, A; (

:":

f.xi

=

M

N

M

N

i=l

k=l

2: l'k = 2: 2: Ail.ti = 2: L Ai/L~ = L Ai 2: ~Lt = 1.
k=l

i=l k=l

k=l i=l

This gives therefore that

;)/~~ llw - w'll

M.

W; -

t ~ksk) ~

(wi-

i=l

M

L

N

AiWi-

i=l

L f'kSk

tllisk)

=

i=l

L >.i(wi- wi)
i=l

N

M

L AiWi - L L Aif-tisk

k=l

M

k=l

M

k=l i=l

M

~

2: Ai dist (wi; S),
i=l

which ensures the estimate
M

dist (w; S) ~

(3.8)

L

Ai dist (wi; S).

i=l

(3.9)
for io E i, where

I

is defined in (3.7). Letting
dist (wi; S),

K := max

F( Wi)

i=l, ... ,M

it follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that
dist (w; S)

--'---'- ~

F(w)

I:f! 1MAi dist (wi; S)
I:i=l

>.iF(wi)

:S:

K

'

which implies that

k(vP) ~ . max
t=l, ... ,M

dist (wi; S) for all p E IN.
F( Wi)

Passing finally to the limit asp--+ oo, we get
kF
.

~

dist (wi; S)

max

i=l, ... ,M

F( Wi)

,

which means that the supremum in (3.6) is attained and thus completes the proof.
Now we are ready to proof our first main result given in Theorem 1.1.
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3.1

Proof of Theorem 1.1

We split the proof of the theorem into three major steps.

Step 1: metric regularity via condition measure. For every w

~

S and every z > 0

we have the distance estimate
dist (w; <I> - 1 ( z))

(3.10)

: : :; kF dist (<I> (w); z) .

Proof. When iiJ ~ 0, the right-hand side of (3.10) becomes infinity (by the construction
of <I> in (3.3) and the standard convention on inf 0 = oo) while the left-hand side is finite,
i.e., there is nothing to prove. Considering the case of w E 0, observe that the left-hand
side of (3.10) becomes zero when F(w) : : :; z, and thus the inequality holds automatically.
It remains to examine the case when 0 < z < F(w) with wE 0.
To proceed, take a point w* closest tow in q,- 1 (z) and observe that F(w*) = z, since
otherwise the continuity ofF allows us to find a closer point in [w*, w] n q,- 1 (z). Thus
dist(w;<I>- 1 (z))

(3.11)

= dist(w;S(z)) = llw-w*ll,

where S(-) is defined in (3.2). Picking a point wo closest to iiJ in S and employing again
the continuity ofF, we find>. E (0, 1) such that

F(w0 + >.(w- w0 )) = z.

(3.12)

In addition the convexity of F yields that

(3.13)

z = F( wo + >.(w- wo)) : : :; F(wo)

+ >.(F(w)- F(w 0 ))

=

>.F(w).

Combining the above, we have the relationships
dist

(w; <I>- 1 (z)) = dist (w; S(z))

(by (3.11))
:::::; llwo + >.(w- wo)- wll
(by (3.12))
= (1- .A)IIwo- wll = (1- >.) dist (w; S);

(3.14)

dist (<I>(w);z)

= F(w)- z

(as z

2:: F(w)- >.F(w)

(3.15)

< F(w))
(by (3.13))

= 1- >.)F(w),

which finally give
dist (w; <I>- 1 (z)))

:::::; (1 - >.) dist (w; S)

(by (3.14))
(as dist (w; S):::::; kpF(w))
(by (3.15))

: : :; (1- >.)kpF(w)
: : :; kp dist ( <I>(w); z)
and thus allow us to arrive at (3.10).

Step 2: distance properties. Let w E 0 \ S be such that
k _ dist (w; S)

(3.16)

F(w)

F-

let wo be a point inS closest tow, and let>.

E

(0, 1)

w,x := w +>.(wo-w),
Then for any>.

E

(0, 1) we have the properties:
12

'

0

< >. < 1.

(i) F(w>.) = (1- >.)F(w).
(ii) dist (w; <I>- 1 (F(w>.)) = >.dist (w; S).
Proof. To justify (i), observe that by the convexity ofF we have

F(w>.):.:; F(w)

(3.17)

+ >.(F(w0 ) - F(w)):.:; (1- >.)F(w)

in the notation above. On the other hand, the definition of kp and the choice of w yield
(3.18)

F(w>.)~ distkw>.;S) = (1->.)~w-woll = (1->.)~ist(w;S) =( 1 ->.)F(w).
F

~

~

Thus assertion (i) follows from (3.17) and (3.18).
To justify (ii), it suffices to show that
dist (w; <I>- 1 (F(w>.)))

= llw- w>.ll·

Proceeding by contradiction, assume that dist (w; <I>- 1 (F(w>.))) < >. dist (w; S) = )..kpF(w)
and take a point w* closest tow in S(F(w>.)). By the continuity ofF we have
dist (w; <I>- 1 (F(w>.))) = dist (w; S(F(w>.))) = llw- w*JI,
which yields therefore that

llw-w*ll = dist(w;<I>- 1 (F(w>.))) < >.kpF(w).

(3.19)

Taking further a point w closest tow* inS, we get by (3.1) and by part (i) above that

llw- w*ll :'S kpF(w*) = kpF(w>.) = kp(1- >.)F(w).

(3.20)
Since

w E S,

the latter implies that

dist (w; S)

:'S IJw- wJJ
:.:; llw- w*ll + llw*- wll
(by the triangle inequality)
< >.kpF(w) + (1- >.)kpF(w)
(by (3.19) and (3.20))
= kpF(w),

which contradicts (3.16) and thus completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3: condition measure via metric regularity. We have the equality
(3.21)

kp = sup reg<I>(w, F(w)).
wE!1\S

Proof. Let us first show that
(3.22)

kp ~ sup reg<I>(w,F(w)).
wE!1\S

Assuming the contrary, find (w', z') E gph F,

w' E n \ S satisfying

reg<I>(w',z')
13

> kp.

Observe that there exists a neighborhood of (w', z') such that for all points (w, z) in that
neighborhood w rJ. Sand z > 0. By the definition of metric regularity we can find w, z in
such a neighborhood of (w', z') for which
dist (w, 4>- 1 (z))

> kp dist (ll>(w); z).

The latter contradicts Step 1 and thus ensures (3.22).
To prove the opposite inequality in (3.21), by Lemma 3.2 find wE n \ S such that
dist (w; S) = kpF(w).
Let wo be a point in S closest to

w and define

w,>.:=w+..\(wo-w),

0<..\<1.

It follows from Step 2 that for every,\ E (0, 1) and the above choice of w we have
..\ dist (w; S) = kF.
dist
(w; 4>- 1 (F(w>.)))
___,__ __.c__:..,.-..:.:c..:.. =
dist (F(w>.); ~!>(w))
>.F(w)

_

The latter implies, since W>.--+ wand F(w>.)--+ F(w) as..\ l 0, that
_
_
.
dist (w; ~P- 1 (F(w>.)))
regll>(w,F(w)) 2:: hmsup
. ( ( ) ( _)) = kp,
>.10
d1st F W>. ; 4> w
which therefore yields

kp::; sup regll>(w,F(w))
wE!1\S

and completes the the proof of the theorem.

3.2

Proof of Theorem 1.2

First of all, observe by Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that the multifunction 4> is
metrically regular around (w, z) E gph 4> for every wE 0\S. Employing the corresponding
results of Section 2, for (w, z) E gph 4> with wEn\ S we get
regll>(w,z)

= lip4>- 1 (z,w)
= !!D*4>- 1 (z,w)!!
=

I (D*Il>(w, z) f 1 l

= sup

jvj=l

(by Theorem 2.2)
(by Theorem 2.6)
by the definition of D*l!>(w, z))

(

1
----,----,---...,..
dist (0; D*l!>(w, z)(v))

( by Proposition 2.5 with m = 1).

This gives therefore the regularity exact bound formula
(3.23)

regll>(w, z) =

1
.
min { dist (0; D*l!>(w, z)( -1)), dist (0; D*l!>(w, z)(l))}

Defined next a set-valued mapping
(3.24)

F: mm+n :::4 JR by

F(w) := [F(w),oo) with gphF = epiF
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and observe that it is Lipschitz-like at every point of its graph, with is the epigrapl}_ of
a Lipschitz continuous function. Furthermore, the graph of F is convex, and hence F is
graphically regular at any point of its graph by Proposition 2.3, which also ensures the
normal regularity of the convex set n. Applying Proposition 2.4 to the sum 1> = F + 8n,
we get the equality

D*1>(w,z)(>.) = D*F(w,z) + Nn(w) for all >. E JR.

(3.25)

It follows from the structure of F in (3.24), the coderivative definition (2.4), and the
well-known subdifferential representation

fJ<p(x)

= {v

E

IRni (v,-1) E N((x,<p(x));epi<p)},

for any convex function <p ; mn
(3.26)

-t

x E dom<p,

lR that

D* F(w, z)( 1) = { 8F(w), z = F(w),
0,
z > F(w),

D* F(w, z)( -1) = 0.

Combining (3.23), (3.25), and (3.26) gives us the formula
1

(3.27 )

reg1>(w,z) = dist (0;8F(w)

+ Nn(w))'

which is (1.11). It remains to justify the subdifferential representation (1.12).
To proceed, we recall first the calculus formula

held at every wE An B for arbitrary convex polyhedra in finite dimensions; see, e.g., [17,
Corollary 23.8.1]). Thus we have in our case that
Nn(w) = N{Eu=f}(w)

+ N{u~o}(w).

Moreover, it is easy to see that

N{Eu=f}(w)

= (ker E)T =span {1m} X span {ln},

N{w~o}(w) =-cone [co{ej

IJ E J(w)}].

Thus for any w = (x, y) E 0 = b.n x b.m we have
Nc.mxAn (x,

y) =span {1m}

X

span {ln}- cone [co { ej jj E J(x, y)}],

which is (1.13) in the notation of Section 1. Further, the classical subdifferential formula
for max-functions (see, e.g., [18, Exercise 8.31]) gives us

8( maxcjw) ~co {ce-il E L, cjw = maxcjw }.
~L

~L

This implies by the max-structure of the function F in (1.4) that

8F(x,y) = co{(ai,bk)i i

E

J(x), k

E

K(y)},

which is (1.12). Substituting finally the above calculations resulting in (1.12) and (1.13)
into formula (3.27) with w = (x, y) and z = F(x, y), we arrive at the precise computing
the exact regularity bound in (1.11) and thus completes the proof of the theorem.
6
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4

Condition measure formula via alternative proof

In this section we give another proof of Theorem 1.3 based on convex optimization. This
proof is split into three lemmas and the preceding technical claim.
Given a point w E n \ S and keeping the notation above, consider the following two
problems of parametric optimization (with the parameter z E JR) defined by

Vz(w) :=min llw- wll

Vz(w) :=min llw- wll
w
s.t. cfw < z V.e E I(w)
Ew = f
wj > o Vj E :J(w)

w

and

s.t. max{clw}
f.EL

z

Ew
f
w > 0

and name (Pz) and (Pz) the first and second parametric problem, respectively. Observe
that for every w En\ S and z E JR+ the optimal value Vz(w) in problem (Pz) is equal to
dist (w; S(z)). Although the proof of the following claim is straightforward, we provide it
for completeness and the reader's convenience.
Claim 4.1 (stability of optimal solutions to first parametric problem). For any
w E n \ S and any "' > 0 there is c > 0 (depending on w and "') such that whenever
z E [F(w)-c:, F(w)J a unique solution Wz to problem (Pz) exists and satisfies the continuity
property llwz- wll ~ "f with respect to the parameter z.
Proof. Fix"'> 0 and pick a w 8 closest tow inS. Let
8

w:=w+r(w -w) with

r:=min{llwS~wii'1}E(0,1J.

Setting c: := F(w)- F(w), observe by the convexity ofF that

c: = F(w)- F(w);::: rF(w) > 0.
We have furthermore that

Ew = Ew +min { llws

~ wll, 1} (Ew 8 -

Ew) = J,

Wj = (1- r)wj + rwf;::: 0 for all j E :J(w), and
llw- wll = rllw 8 - wll ~ "f,
which imply the inclusion
wE 6. := {wJIIw- wll ~ "(, Ew = j, Wj;::: 0 for all j E :J(w)}.
Since the set /::,. is obviously convex with
Wt

w E 6., we get

:= w + t(w- w) E 6. whenever t E [0, 1].

It follows from F(w) = F(w)-c: and the continuity ofF that for every z E [F(w)-c:, F(w)]
there is tz E [0, 1] such that Wt. satisfies the equation
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For any z from the above we easily get that Wt, is feasible to problem (Pz), that the set of
feasible solutions to this problem is surely closed and bounded, and that the cost function
is continuous with respect to w. Thus (Pz) admits an optimal solution, which is unique
as a unique projection of w on the convex feasible set. Finally,

and hence the optimal solution Wz belongs to the ball w +!B-y.
The next result, whose proof is based on Claims 3.1 and 4.1, indicates the parameter
region on which the optimal values in the first and second parametric problems agree.
Lemma 4.2 (optimal values agree for both parametric problems). Let w E n \ S.
Then there exists cw E (0, F(w)) such that for every parameter z E [F(w)- cw, F(w)] the

optimal values of problems (Pz) and (i\) coincide.
Proof. Fix w E n \ S and observe that the set of feasible solutions for (Pz) obviously
belongs to the set of feasible solutions for (Px). Thus we have Vz(w) 2: Vz(w) for all
z E JR. It remains to show that there exists cw > 0 such that Vz(w) ~ Vz(w) whenever

z E [F(w)- cw, F(w)].
Employing Claim 3.1, find 'Y > 0 for which I(w) c I(w) and .J(w) c .J(w) when
+ IB"Y. Further, if follows from Claim 4.1 that for such 'Y there is c > 0 with the
property: whenever z E [F(w) - c, F(w)] there exists a unique solution Wz to problem
(Pz) satisfying Wz E w+IB"Y. Our choice of 'Y ensures the feasibility of Wz in problem (Pz),
and therefore we have the relationships
w E w

which thus complete the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.3 (distances to solution sets). For every w E
with cw taken from Lemma 4.2. Then we have
(4.1)

Proof. Fix

n\ S

denote Zw := F( w)- cw

dist(w;S(zw))
dist(w;S)
= sup
.
wE!1\S F(w)- Zw
wE!1\S F(w)
sup

wE 0\ Sand z E (0, F(w)),

and then let

·= dist (w; S(z))

k( w, z ) ·

F(w)- z

·

We first justify the inequality
(4.2)

sup k(w,zw)

~

wE!1\S

which gives the one in (4.1). Pick any
Wt

sup k(w,O),

wE!1\S

wEn\ S, let w 8

:= (1- t)w 8 + tw,
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:= argminwES

t E [0, 1].

llw- wll

and

Since zw E (0, F(w)), there is r E (0, 1) with F(wr) = Zw. By the convexity ofF we have

zw = F(wr):::; (1- r)F(w 8 ) + rF(w) = rF(w).

(4.3)

Further, it follows from Wr E S(zw) that
dist (w; S(zw)) :::; !!w- wrl! = (1- r)l!w 8 - wl! = (1- r) dist (w; S).

(4.4)

Combining (4.3) and (4.4) gives us

- -)- dist(w;S(zw))
(1-r)dist(w;S) -k(- O)
k (w, Zw - d1st
. (F(w); zw ) :::;
(1- r )F (w_) - W, ,
which yields (4.2) and thus the corresponding inequality in (4.1) .
It remains to show that
sup k(w, zw) 2: sup k(w, 0),
wEn\S

(4.5)

wEn\S

which ensures the equality in (4.1). By Lemma 3.2 we have that kp = supwEn\S k(w, 0)
and that the maximum is attained at some wEn\ S. Given z E (O,F(w)), let

Wz := arg min l!w- wl!
wES(zw)
and observe the estimate
dist (w; S) :::; l!w- wzl! + dist (wz; S),
implying in turn that

-)

l!w-wzwl!
dist(w;S)-dist(wzw;S)
2:
w - Zw
F(w)- Zw

sup k (w, Zw ) 2: k (w, Zw = F( _)

wEn\S

On the other hand, we have the equality dist (w; S) = F(w)k(w, 0) by the definition of
k(w, z) and also the relationships
dist (wzw; S)

= F(wz,;:;)k(wzw, 0) :::; Zwk(w, 0)

due to F(wzw) = Zw and k(w, 0) = supwEn\S k(w, 0). Thus
sup k( w, Zw ) 2:
wEn\S

F(w)k(w, 0)- zwk(w, 0) k( _ O)
k( O)
F( _)
=
w, = sup
w, ,
W - Zw
wEn\S

which justifies (4.5) and completes the proof of the lemma.
The last lemma establishes, by employing Lagrangian duality, a precise formula for
computing the optimal value of the cost function in the parametric problem (Pz)-and
hence in (Pz)-via the initial data.
Lemma 4.4 (computing optimal values of parametric problems). Let wE
and z E (0, F(w)). Then the optimal value Vz(w) of problem (Pz) is computed by

v (w) =
z

F(w)- z

dist (0; co { ce, i E I(w)}

+ (ker E)l.- cone [co { ej, j
18

E .J(w)]})

.

0\ S

Proof. Observe that problem (Pz) can be reformulated as

Vz(w) = inf

sup

w

[

llull ::; 1,

uT(w- w) +

L

Ai(a[w- z)

+ vT(Ew- f)-

iEI(w)

L

/-LjWj] .

jE.J(w)

Ai ~ O,i E I(w),

v E JRm,
/-Lj ~ O,j E .J(w),
J.Lj = O,j E .J \ .J(w)
Since the convex optimization problem (Pz) satisfies the Slater condition, we can interchange the supremum and the infimum above by Lagrangian duality. This gives
sup

llull ::; 1,

i~f [uT(w- w) + L

Ai(a[w- z)

iEI(w)

+ vT(Ew- f)-

L
jE.J(w)

Ai ~ O,i E I(w),

v

E

JRm,

J.Lj ~ O,j E .J(w),
J.Lj = O,j E .J \ .J(w)

Regrouping the terms inside the square brackets, we obtain

sup

llull ::; 1,
)..i ~

O,i EI(w),
v E JRm,
/-Lj ~ O,j E .J(w),
J.Lj = O,j E .J \ .J(w)

Observe further that, whenever the term (u + L:iEI(w) Aiai + ETv- J.L) is not zero, the
inner infimum in w necessarily becomes -oo. This allows us to put
u=-

L

Aiai-ETv+J.L

iEI(w)

and consequently rewrite the expression for Vz(w) as follows:

Vz(w) =
II

sup
L:iEI(w) Aiai + ET v - J.LII
)..i ~ O,i E I(w),
/-Lj ~ O,j E .J(w),
/-Lj = O,j E .J \ .J(w)

::;

1,

19

/-LjWj] .

Regrouping again gives us the formula

Vz(w) =

sup

Aiai + ETv -p.ll ~ 1,
~ O,i E I(w),
P,j ~ O,j E .J(w),
P,j = O,j E .J \ .J(w)

112:iEI(w)

Ai

Noting that Ew

= J, p.Tw = 0 and a[w = F(w) fori E I(w), we have

Vz(w) = (F(w)- z)

I:

sup

Aiai + ET v- P.l! ~ 1,
~ O,i E I(w),
P,j ~ O,j E .J(w),
P,j = O,j E .J \ .J(w)

112:iEI(w)

Ai.

iEI(w)

Ai

Since Vz(w)

# 0,

the latter yields

Vz(w) = (F(w)- z)

1

sup

II

+ ET

L:iEI(w) >.;a;
LiEI(,D) >.;

v

_

LiEI(w) >.;

JL
LiEI(w) >.;

II <
-

1
LiEI(w) >.;'

Ai ~ 0, i E I(w),
P,j ~ O,j E .J(w),
P,j

= O,j E .J \ .J(w)

which can be written as

Vz(w) = (F(w)- z)

1

sup
Ai ~ O,i E I(w),
P,j ~ O,j E .J(w),
P,j = O,j E J \ .J(w)

Changing further the variables by
-

v :=

v

'

2:iEJ(u•)

we arrive at the expression

Vz(w) = (F(w)- z)

sup
);i ~ 0, i E I(w),
2:iEI(w) );i

= 1,

/lj ~ O,j E .J(w),
/lj = O,j E J \ .J(w)
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1

which is equivalently written as

F(w)- z
Vz(w)=--------------~~~~--------------~~~·
inf I:iEI(w) >:iai + ETv- ji,
Ai ;::: 0, i E 'I (w) ,
I:iEI(w) );i = 1,
/li;::: O,j E .J(w),
/li = O,j E J \ .J(w)
Recalling the notation of Section 1 allows us to reduce the latter expression to the one in
the lemma formulation and thus finish the proof.
6.
Combining the obtained lemmas with the definitions above, we can now complete the
alternative proof of the condition measure formula in Theorem 1.3.

n\ s

Proof of Theorem 1.3. For every w E
choose the parameter Zw as in Lemma 4.3,
i.e., put Zw = F(w)- C:w, where C:w is taken from Lemma 4.2. Then we have
kp

=

inf { k;::: Oi dist (w; S) ::; kF(w)
sup

dist (w; S)

F(w)

wEO\S

=

sup

wEO\S

sup
wEO\S

sup
wE0\8

F(w)-

(by definition (3.1))

(by Lemma 4.3)
(by the definition of (P~))

Zw

Vzw(w)
F(w)-

wEn\ S}

(as0\S:f=0)

dist (w; S(zw))
)
F(w - Zw

Vzw(w)

for all

(by Lemma 4.2 and the choice of zw)

Zw

1
sup

wEO\S

. (
d1st O;coiEI(w){ce}

+ (ker E)J.- cone [cojE.J(w){ej}])

(by Lemma 4.4).

Letting w = (x, y) E 0, observe finally that

{eel£ E I(w)}

= { (ai, bk)i i E I(x), k E K(y)},

ker E =span {ln} X span {1m},

and ,;(A)= kp, which complete the proof of the theorem.
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